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d wirkman
Regional Transportation Commission
2/3/2022 Meeting Public Comment
Friday, January 28, 2022 1:07:29 PM

SCCRTC Members:
In all the kerfuffle over adverse abandonment and railbanking, one thing is certain: if funding
to improve our rail lines for passenger and freight transit is not sought, it will not be found.
Railbanking our rail lines will not help our community compete for rail transit funding.
Removing and isolating our community from regional rail planning and pulling up/paving
over our rails will certainly not improve our community's ability to compete for funding for
rail improvements needed for local passenger and freight rail service. We can't compete for
rail funding from the sidelines.
As local fire officials have pointed out to you, our local rails lines are critical infrastructure.
We need our rails to be intact and functional, and it's the SCCRTC's job to do everything
possible to make that happen on behalf of the community. You should not be considering
removing or downgrading any of our tracks.
SLV Fire Officials Respond to RTC: Oppose Forced Abandonment of the Felton Branch Line
- San Lorenzo Valley Post (slvpost.com)
Our community would be more likely to vote for a tax to bridge the funding gap for local
passenger and freight rail service if the SCCRTC makes it an urgent priority to turn over every
stone to put a funding package together.
Please place on your agenda a report to the public on your agency's specific past, present, and
planned future efforts to pursue a funding package for rail, including funding from the state's
current budget surplus, federal infrastructure funds, funding earmarked for fire and disaster
prevention and mitigation, etc. And please create a dedicated page on your website for
publicly tracking your agency's pursuit of rail funding on behalf of our community.
Our rails are a lifeline. Please preserve them.
Sincerely,
Debra Wirkman
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Regional Transportation Commission
Adverse Abandonment of Felton Branch Line
Monday, January 24, 2022 12:37:12 PM

Dear Santa Cruz County RTC members,
I am writing to you to express my serious concern about the commission's possible pursuit of
adverse abandonment against Roaring Camp and the Felton Branch Line.
This action is inappropriate and unnecessary. While I understand that the commission would
prefer an easier route to railbanking, threatening our local economy and future transportation
connections while acting hostile to a local business is unacceptable.
Roaring Camp have been excellent neighbors to our Redwoods and River for decades. Their
rail service along the Felton branch is essential in bringing medical personnel to the river
during regular rescue efforts. The Beach train promotes our outdoor parks while taking many
cars off of our local streets and highways.
Because there is no freight service North of Lee Rd. does not mean there are no freight
customers. It is the lack of performed maintenance North of MP 7.0 as the responsibility of the
RTC's active agreement with Progressive that has prevented SCBG from fulfilling their
responsibilities as the common carrier.
I am Santa Cruz resident who uses every part of the corridor. I regularly ride my bicycle on
the Westside, take train rides to Felton, and hike where the tracks are currently inactive. Santa
Cruz voters, many of them also cyclists, have and do continue to support the RTC's original
vision and very purpose of purchasing the line: To create a rail and trail connection to the
greater Monterey Bay.
It is unfortunate that it appears that vision has been co-opted by Greenway and Trail Now,
who do not speak for everyone in the cycling and hiking community. It is disappointing that
the commission would listen the these loud voices of special interest groups and are
entertaining the idea of harming local industry and further delaying the rail and trail project
already planned, paid for and partially completed.
Please continue the work you started to finish the county-long rail trail. Don't get distracted by
the machinations of those who want something else for our corridor.
Thank you,
David Cody Morris
Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S9, an AT&T 5G Evolution capable smartphone
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Kaki Rusmore
Regional Transportation Commission
Adverse abandonment
Monday, January 31, 2022 10:30:13 PM

Dear commissioners,
I am appalled that you would consider adverse abandonment of either of our rail lines. We
need to think about the future, a future when the price of gas continues to rise and the best way
to move people and goods will be by rail. We need to preserve the option to use freight on
these lines, even though they are not being used for those purposes now. As you know, freight
lines are also key to many fire and emergency efforts, something we are likely to be needing
more of in the future.
I have heard that part of your reasoning is that we would not need to spend local funds on
maintenance for the lines, especially the bridges. So far, all the trestle repairs on the Santa
Cruz line have been paid for by outside government funding. This kind of funding can bring
jobs and great resources to our county, and set us up for smart transportation in the future.
The RTC bought the rail corridor to preserve it as a public resource. Don't be short-sighted
now.
Another reason I have heard is that this would pave the way for railbanking. No community
that has done railbanking has EVER turned the corridor back to rail use. Don't pretend it's
going to happen here.
Use the rail corridor for the multi-modal transportation all your studies recommend:
pedestrian, bike and passenger rail. Leave the option open for freight in the future by rejecting
the move to adverse abandonment of either the Felton or Santa Cruz branch lines.
Thank you,
Kaki Rusmore
Aptos
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Julianne
Regional Transportation Commission
Against forced abandonment of the rail line in Felton
Friday, January 28, 2022 12:35:16 PM

As a local home owner in Felton, I am firmly AGAINST the forced abandonment of the
Felton rail line. This abandonment will mean that when we inevitably NEED those rail lines in
the future, due to the effects of climate change (evacuation routes, fire-related closures of
roads, alternative transportation, etc...), we won't have those lines ready to go. This
abandonment saves RTC money now but passes the buck on to our kids' generation to deal
with during crises! I will ALWAYS trust our fire officials over greedy politicians, and ALL
county fire chiefs are against this proposal.
The future will have to be focused on public transportation and we need to keep our fragile
infrastructures in place for that inevitability.
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Robert Jason Pinoli
Regional Transportation Commission
jbertrand@ci.capitola.ca.us; ladykpetersen@gmail.com; eduardo.montesino@cityofwatsonville.org;
rlj12@comcast.net; sbrown@cityofsantacruz.com; alnorthc@cabrillo.edu; manu.koenig@santacruzcounty.us;
zach.friend@santacruzcounty.us; zach.friend@santacruzcounty.us; ryan.coonerty@santacruzcounty.us;
greg.caput@santacruzcounty.us; bruce.mcpherson@santacruzcounty.us; openup@ucsc.edu
Agenda Item #22
Tuesday, February 1, 2022 8:22:41 AM
RTC - Roaring Camp Letter 2022.2.pdf

Good morning, Staff & Commissioners –
Please see the attached related to Agenda Item #22 - Informational Report on the Potential
Preservation of the Santa Cruz Branch Rail Line by Railbanking including Future Potential Adverse
Abandonment Actions for Heavy Freight Rail Only & Termination of the ACL Agreement.
Thank you,
Robert
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February 1, 2022

Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission
1101 Pacific Avenue
Suite 250
Santa Cruz, California 95060
VIA EMAIL info@sccrtc.org
RE:

Agenda Item #22
Informational Report on the Potential Preservation of the Santa Cruz Branch Rail Line by
Railbanking including Future Potential Adverse Abandonment Actions for Heavy Freight
Rail Only & Termination of the ACL Agreement.

Commissioners and Staff of the Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission:
I recognize that agenda item #22 is informational only, but through these informational
conversations’ actions happen. This item may seem complex, but it comes down to the
fundamental question of rail in the region or not.
I’ve read the report authored by Executive Director Preston. It seems to me that what’s driving this
conversation are the costs associated in dealing with the deferred maintenance on the branch line.
The mere consideration of removing rail service in your community is a catastrophic mistake. To
permanently limit the Santa Cruz County’s transportation options when traffic in and out of the
region can be a complete nightmare would be a very short sided action. At some point rail service
into smaller non-metropolitan communities like the Santa Cruz region is going to renaissance,
meaning both manufactures and end users of the product are going to find ways to rekindle cooperative shipments.
The notion of railbanking is a deceptive tool and work around to the real issue. When a rail corridor
is railbanked, the likelihood of rail service returning is non-existent.
Abandonment and adverse abandonment are not the answers either, they foreclose on the idea of
rail service returning to that corridor.
In your upcoming meeting, I encourage you to give staff direction that would see them working
through the challenges and to not take action that would replace critical infrastructure with a trail
that only provides recreational benefits. The commission states on its website that it… is committed
to delivering a full range of safe, convenient, reliable, and efficient transportation choices for the
community. With a focus on long-term sustainability, the RTC provides transportation services,
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planning, and funding for all travel modes… It strikes me that preserving these tracks for the future
is the right thing to do for the County’s economy, businesses and tourism industry. Light rail is a
smart environmentally sound solution. Freight-by-rail is a less expensive greener option versus
trucking. Did you know that freight railroads in America can move one ton of freight over 400
miles on less than one gallon of diesel fuel. You couldn’t begin to pile that much weight in a Prius
and move it with that efficiency.
I realize that $48.7 to $63.7 million is a large number, but I would encourage you to think of this
asset as your personal homes, with a roof that’s in need of repair, would you simply “abandon”
your home because it needs a new roof? This is your asset, own it, repair it, embellish it, build it
back better!
Respectfully,

Robert Jason Pinoli
WITH COPIES TO:
Jacques Bertrand
City of Capitola, City Council Member
jbertrand@ci.capitola.ca.us

Ryan Coonerty
County of Santa Cruz, 3rd District
ryan.coonerty@santacruzcounty.us

Kristen Petersen
City of Capitola, City Council Member
ladykpetersen@gmail.com

Greg Caput
County of Santa Cruz, 4th District
greg.caput@santacruzcounty.us

Eduardo Montesino
City of Watsonville, City Council Member
eduardo.montesino@cityofwatsonville.org

Bruce McPherson
County of Santa Cruz, 5th District
bruce.mcpherson@santacruzcounty.us

Randy Johnson
City of Scotts Valley, City Council Member
rlj12@comcast net

Mike Rotkin
Santa Cruz Metropolitan Transit District
openup@ucsc.edu

Sandy Brown
City of Santa Cruz, Council Member
sbrown@cityofsantacruz.com
Alta Northcutt
Cabrillo College
alnorthc@cabrillo.edu
Manu Koenig
County of Santa Cruz, 1st District
manu.koenig@santacruzcounty.us
Zach Friend
County of Santa Cruz, 2nd District
zach.friend@santacruzcounty.us
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Bob Berlage
Regional Transportation Commission
Comment Letter for 2-3-2022 SCCRTC Meeting
Monday, January 31, 2022 1:14:23 PM
BCL to RTC 1-31-22.pdf

Please submit the attached letter to your Commission Members and staff for the RTC public
hearing 2-3-2022 regarding adverse rail abandonment .
Sincerely,
Bob Berlage
Big Creek Lumber
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jbertrand@ci.capitola.ca.us; ladykpetersen@gmail.com; eduardo.montesino@cityofwatsonville.org;
rlj12@comcast.net; sbrown@cityofsantacruz.com; alnorthc@cabrillo.edu; manu.koenig@santacruzcounty.us;
zach.friend@santacruzcounty.us; ryan.coonerty@santacruzcounty.us; greg.caput@santacruzcounty.us;
bruce.mcpherson@santacruzcounty.us; openup@ucsc.edu; Guy Preston; Luis Mendez; Regional Transportation
Commission
Comment Letter_Regional Transportation Commissioner Agenda Item 22_2.3.22
Tuesday, February 1, 2022 7:14:36 PM
RTC re adverse abandonment proposal 2 3 22.pdf

Dear Commissioners and RTC staff:
Roaring Camp appreciates this opportunity to submit the attached letter in regards to SCCRTC
Agenda Item 22, for the February 3rd meeting.
Best regards,
Melani Clark
CEO
Roaring Camp Railroads

http://www.roaringcamp.com
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission
1101 Pacific Avenue, Suite 250
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
Re:
Agenda of February 3, 2022, Item 22: Informational Report on the Potential
Preservation of the Santa Cruz Branch Rail Line
Dear Commissioners,
We appreciate the RTC providing the community with an opportunity to review and
comment on its plans to seek abandonment of the Santa Cruz Branch Line through a
proceeding filed with the federal Surface Transportation Board; and, as a first step,
abandonment of our privately-owned rail line. If approved, these actions would disconnect our
operation from the national rail system, which is likely to cause slow death of our popular tourist
service operating between the Boardwalk and Felton because we will be unable to obtain new
rail cars and locomotives. Not only will this have a severe economic impact on our womenowned business, but also it will cause permanent damage to the Santa Cruz community by
placing nearly insurmountable obstacles to the reestablishment of rail service in the County.
What is most troubling, however, is that, within all of the information provided in the staff report,
there are incomplete or inaccurate descriptions of important legal and operational details that
are material to these decisions. We would request the RTC staff to review and respond to the
issues outlined in this letter in a manner that allows for adequate public review of the complete
picture of these proposed actions before any further action is taken.
A Promise Unkept
The RTC originally acquired the Santa Cruz Branch Line (SCBL) for the stated purpose
of providing passenger rail service using the proceeds of state bonds that are being paid by the
taxpayers of California. In acquiring the line, perhaps the RTC underestimated the need for ongoing repairs, exacerbated by adverse weather events causing additional damage. The
Commission has been unable to make these repairs and, as a result, has not been able to turn
over the SCBL to the selected operator, the Saint Paul and Pacific Railway (SPPR), as required
by the terms of the Administrative, Coordination and License (ACL) Agreement. We believe that
the RTC may have failed initially to understand the condition the line was in when it was
acquired but certainly the RTC has failed to understand the requirements of maintaining bridges
and the railway. Instead, the RTC has sought, from the very beginning, to foist the total cost of
needed repairs onto the freight operator. This has caused two prior operators to depart, and the
current one to explore leaving as well, at least until it was able to reduce its operating costs
through an agreement with Roaring Camp to operate freight service over the portion of the line
that is open for service.
The RTC has recently, with the assistance of federal funds, done some repairs to the southern
section of the line, but the report states that significant repairs are needed to make the line fully
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accessible for rail traffic. These repairs are described in the report as being so significant that
they may not be able to be accomplished before the expiration of the ACL Agreement with
SPPR Rail. Certainly, if the line is being held for future rail service, and there are funds for
upkeep from Measure D, some of those funds could be used for this purpose (and potentially
leveraged with state or federal grant funds). However, staff reports that it has been unable to
obtain sufficient funds to place the line back in service. We note with concern that the report
speaks of staff "aggressively" seeking funds for trail improvements, whereas rail repairs
apparently are not being sought aggressively.
The RTC argues that the cost of such repairs is so great that its only viable option, should it
want to accomplish what was originally its secondary mission, construction of a recreational
trail, that is must fully abandon the freight service. (We note that within the report, consistent
references to freight are always referred to as "heavy freight." In railroad parlance, freight is
simply "freight.") Not only that, but to help ensure that the Surface Transportation Board, the
federal agency with jurisdiction over rail matters, approves the abandonment, the RTC argues
that it must first seek an abandonment of the line owned by Roaring Camp. Because this
proceeding would be pursued against our wishes, it is deemed an "adverse abandonment."
Roaring Camp objects to this action to alter its protections under federal law, as we would like to
continue to have the ability to operate freight service, in addition to our tourist excursion service.
That freight operation has been stymied over the past few years specifically due to the failure of
the RTC to put the SCBL back into operation.
Lack of Transparency
What is particularly troubling about the staff report is the failure of the RTC to be transparent
about the significant motivation for this move, which is a freeway-widening project that will
require the demolition of two railroad bridges in Aptos. The report also fails to mention that this
action will create a nearly impossible phyisical and financial obstacle for any future rail project,
when freight and/or passenger service is considered in the future. Instead, at the very end of
the report it mentions that the rail line will experience "deferred improvements." A more
transparent statement would be that, in order to undertake its freeway widening project, and to
implement the recreational trail being pushed by certain outside interests, the RTC plans to
sacrifice any reasonable prospect of rail service ever operating on the line. For those who hope
to one day see rail service implemented, make no mistake, this decision is the crossroads. As
Caltrans has noted, once a rail line has been put to a different use, that is usually the end for the
line of future rail service:
If [the State] does not act to acquire or otherwise preserve these lines, the land may be
purchased by someone who will remove the lines. Once rail lines are removed from the
ground, these rail rights of way are no longer exempt from the public hearing and
environmental processes and are effectively lost forever. ("Rail Preservation Programs:
A Survey of National Guidance and State Practice," Caltrans Division of Research and
Innovation/CTC Associates (2011))
Before taking any action towards abandonment, the RTC absolutely must disclose and
quantify the financial burden it is creating for the future implementation of rail service through
removal of the rail bridges in the Aptos area and any other measures that will require additional
construction or property acquisition to restore rail service. The failure to present this information
does a grave disservice to the public and to informed decision-making.
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Clarity Needed with Regard to Repair Estimates
It is not clear that the RTC has been fully transparent with regard to the estimated costs
of repairing the line. It is imperative that the RTC disclose whether their repair cost estimates
are based upon the work needed to add trail capacity or are confined to the work that is needed
to put the rail line back in service. The RTC should provide the latter information in an
accessible format so that the public can understand the actual costs of the work involved, as
well as the accessibility of funding for these complementary but different projects.
Silence Regarding Repayment Costs to the State
The report does also not disclose whether the abandonment and bridge demolition
actions being considered will trigger the need to repay the State of California, and its taxpayers,
for the money that was taken from the State for the purpose of instituting passenger rail service.
At the very least, the RTC should contact the State and obtain clear guidance as to the need to
repay the grant funds. According to the resolution of the California Transportation Commission
(CTC) that approved the grant of bond funds to the RTC:
[T]his [CTC]shall be entitled to a then-present value refund, or credit, at State's option,
equivalent to the proportionate funding participation by the State towards property
acquisition and project construction in the event that Recipient, or successor public
entities, fail or cease to utilize the Project for the intended public passenger rail purposes
or sells or transfers title to the Project. The . . . refund or credit due the Commission . . .
will be measured by the ratio of State and other public funding to that provided from
Recipient. That ratio will be applied to the then fair market value of the Project property.
If the RTC needs to repay the State, it would not only owe the amount of state funds originally
provided, but also the percentage of the lines' current fair market value attributable to the share
of the state bond funds used to purchase the right-of-way. At a minimum, the staff should
provide the calculation of this cost exposure, as well as any correspondence with the state
regarding the status of this repayment obligation and whether the contemplated actions will
trigger a repayment. If, to avoid this repayment obligation, the RTC expects to operate tourist
service on some portion of the SCBL, it should describe that plan and explain how such a
service could obtain rail equipment when the line is disconnected from the national rail system.
Faulty Legal Analysis
The report makes categorical statements about legal issues involved in the
abandonment and rail-banking, but misstates the law. In its discussion of the legal issues
relating to easements, it also fails to indicate how much of the SCBL is held in easement. It is
our understanding that only a small portion of the line is held as an easement.
Discussion of Easement Abandonment Misstates California Law
In support of the argument for railbanking, the report points to a concern that an
abandonment by the STB may trigger the loss of easement rights through the legal
"abandonment" of the easements, which is a totally different legal concept. This is not the law in
California. Under established legal precedent, the abandonment of an easement requries both
non-use and an intent to abandon. (Cash v. Southern Pac. R. (1981) 123 C.A.3d 974, 978;
People v. Ocean Shore R. (1948) 32 C.2d 406, 417.) Unless the RTC states an intention to
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completely cease any rail use of the line, the easement would not be considered to have been
abandoned under California law.
The Scope of Railroad Easement Rights and Potential Liability if Used for Trail Purposes
The report is similarly misleading in describing the magnitude of risk of litigation should
areas of the right-of-way that are held in easement be used for trail purposes. While there
clearly is a risk that the use of a railroad easement for recreational trail purposes could be found
to exceed the scope of the rights held by the railroad, the report is silent with regard to the
amount of the right-of-way that is held in easement. Additionally, there is no information
regarding the cost of acquiring the necessary rights from the underlying owners to mitigate that
risk. That cost is likely to be fairly modest, given the fact that the scope of a railroad easement
(which has been described as leaving little or no value to the fee holder)1 occupies a significant
portion of the bundle of property rights that make up a property's value. At a minimum, the staff
should advise the Commission regarding the percentage of the right-of-way that is held in
easement and obtain an opinion from a licensed appraiser regarding the likely cost of acquiring
any missing rights to allow trail uses on portions held in easement.
It should also be noted that railbanking does not prevent a "taking" of the rights of the
underlying property owners burdened by railroad easements. All it does is shift the
responsibility for paying the cost of that imposition to the federal government. This forces the
landowners to seek a remedy in the U.S. Court of Claims instead of local courts. If a trail is
going to be built over these owners' lands, a more honest solution would be to acquire their
rights directly.
Abandonment
The report's description of the abandonment process is also misleading. The report
purports to describe how an abandonment procedure resulting in a railbanking order affects the
possible resumption of freight or passenger service. While we agree that a railbanking order
would preserve the legal status of the line within the federal jurisdiction, the report is rather
oblique in describing the prospects for the resumption of freight service. The RTC needs to be
much more forthcoming in describing the scope of the changes it would be permitted to make to
the line in support of trail use that are within the scope of an order to "not preclude" future rail
service. To be clear, it is our understanding that RTC plans to demolish two railroad bridges,
which currently meet freight standards, and replace them with lighter-duty trail structures,
meaning that the reinstitution of freight service would require a significant investment in order to
replace these structures. Rather than clearly stating that these improvements would be
destroyed and not replaced, it only states that certain such improvements would be "deferred."
1

"
spoken of in the old law books,
but is peculiar to the use of a railroad which is usually a permanent improvement, a perpetual
highway of travel and commerce, and will rarely be abandoned by non-user. [The exclusive use
of the surface is acquired, and damages are assessed, on the theory that the easements will be
perpetual; so that ordinarily the fee is of little or no value unless the land is underlaid by a quarry
t,
or mine.]
yet requires for its enjoyment a use of the land permanent in its nature and practically
San Gabriel v. Pacific Elec. Ry. Co. (1933) 129 Cal.App. 460, 464-465,
18 P.2d 996; City of Long Beach v. Pacific Elec. Ry. Co. (1955) 44 Cal.2d 599, 603, 283 P.2d
1036.)" (Cash v. Southern Pac. R. (1981) 123 C.A.3d 974, 978. [Additional text added from
original citation])
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In a particularly confusing discussion, the report discusses entering into an agreement
with the freight operator regarding implementation of the trail and the potential for future
resumption of rail service. It is certainly true that, in a typical railbanking situation, a freight
operator (usually the owner of the line) would enter into an agreement with the party that wishes
to implement a trail which agreement would contain certain terms permitting the freight carrier to
resume rail service. In this situation, however, there is the curious fact that, upon the expiration
or termination of the ACL Agreement, the RTC itself would assume the freight carrier obligation,
meaning that any such railbanking agreement, should one even be negotiated with SPPR,
would also be taken over by the RTC and simply be an agreement with itself, giving it full control
of any future rail service. This is hardly a recipe for the protection of freight, particularly if trail
improvements that are planned to be installed by RTC, would need to be replaced.
Further, the report is less than clear whether SPPR would even want to retain its role as
the freight operator in a railbanking scenario after any practical prospect of it operating freight
beyond Milepost 7 would have been precluded, given that there would be no chance that the
line would be restored to freight operation prior to the expiration of the ACL Agreement in 2028.
The proposed abandonment would likely result in RTC breaching the ACL Agreement and
releasing SPPR from any responsibility in the future. The report also does not discuss how
freight service in the segment remaining post-abandonment would be operated, particularly if
SPPR leaves the scene.
Treatment of Roaring Camp
The report also mentions that the RTC staff has met with Roaring Camp in an attempt to
address the impacts that these actions will have on our operations. We have explained to the
RTC that, due to the size and weight of rail equipment and the limited clearances of roadway
structures between Watsonville and Felton, it is simply not reasonably possible to move rail
equipment by truck to our location in Felton or even to our line in downtown Santa Cruz. The
locomotives are not designed to be dismantled and re-assembled any more than an ocean liner
and there is, therefore, no practical solution to make up for the loss of our access to the national
rail system. In fact, the two locomotives purchased by Roaring Camp in 2017 for our Santa
Cruz-Felton operation that have been stranded in Watsonville due to the failure of the RTC to
reopen the line. While we have been able to make limited use of these locomotives in providing
service on behalf of SPPR in the Watsonville area, we currently have no prospect of moving
them to the locations in which they are most needed. Before RTC proceeds with a course of
action that will doom not only our enterprise, but the prospects of rail service throughout the
County, we urge you to consider these points and seek additional information to inform your
decision.
Sincerely,

Melani Clark
CEO, Roaring Camp, Inc.
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Regional Transportation Commission
Comments for RTC meeting February 3rd, 2022
Tuesday, February 1, 2022 10:50:06 AM

As a first district resident, I strongly oppose adverse abandonment of the Felton Branch Line
and caution that this report has some very troubling conclusions and presents at least one gross
misunderstanding of rail law. The pursuit of adverse abandonment and railbanking requires
breaking promises made to Progressive Rail, the State of California, Roaring Camp, and the
local voters that supported Measure D and will lead to years of acrimony, expense, and delay
with no guarantee of success while destroying any trust that the community may have in
promises made by the RTC.
The largest flaw in this report is the assertion that Progressive can transfer the freight
easement to the RTC prior to abandonment so that the RTC can negotiate both sides of the
railbanking agreement. This contention is plainly contradicted by the decision in STB Finance
Docket No. 33389, in which a transfer of a freight easement from BNSF to a local group
pursuing railbanking was ordered re-conveyed to BNSF because acquiring a line with no
intention of providing freight service was viewed as an abuse of STB process. The failure of
the RTC to identify or understand this issue gives me grave doubt about the remaining
conclusions in this document and invalidates the entire argument that railbanking gives the
RTC control of the NITU negotiation. In actual fact, if the SCBRL were abandoned, there
would be nothing preventing Progressive from making some currently unknown third party the
trail sponsor, which would work to undermine local control of the corridor.
Next, the description of adverse abandonment deceptively underplays the length,
expense, and difficulty of succeeding in this action and gives no attention to the nuance and
care that the STB will give to their decision. There are myriad factors that are given weight in
these proceedings beyond simply the presence of freight customers on the immediate physical
track in question. Further, there appear to be two if not three separate issues in this case that
may force the STB to create precedent where they have carefully avoided doing so in the past,
casting any prediction about the outcome in doubt. The cost of these proceedings is brushed
aside as an afterthought but will directly reduce the supposed savings incurred by bypassing
maintain of our infrastructure. Ultimately, there is a very good chance that adverse
abandonment will be denied by the STB, which would bring us back to where we are now
with nothing to show for our efforts but wasted time and money.
Aside from the issues with the STB processes, this report proposes to break promises
given to multiple parties. It proposes breaking assurances given to Roaring Camp that led
them to not exercise their right of first refusal to purchase the Santa Cruz Branch Line from
Union Pacific. It proposes to use Roaring Camp’s long-standing tourist train operating over a
short portion of the Santa Cruz Branch Line to narrowly satisfy the requirements of
Proposition 116, breaking the promise to the state of California to use the Santa Cruz Branch
Line to initiate meaningful passenger service. It proposes to simply not live up to the terms of
the ACL signed with Progressive Rail requiring the repair of the Branch Line to freight
standards. Finally, in the most odious portion of this report, it proposes to use Measure D
funds designated for maintenance of the rail corridor to fund the legal proceedings of the
railbanking process. This makes a mockery of the intent of Measure D and is a slap in the face
to the voters of this county that compromised their opposition to freeway expansion in order to
gain much needed funding for rail corridor maintenance.
For these reasons I must conclude that this report does not give commission members
or the public the necessary information to accurately predict the outcome of this action for
Roaring Camp and that a board willing to break promises to so many different parties cannot
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be trusted to follow through on any assurances given about the future. I support Roaring
Camp in pursuing all available legal remedies to protect both their own real property interests
and our community interest and urge RTC members to reject any further discussion of adverse
abandonment and pursuit of railbanking.
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James Bradas
Regional Transportation Commission
Concerned Citizen in Support of Rail
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 3:25:02 PM

To the Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission,
Whilst I have never been a resident of Santa Cruz County I enjoy my periodic visits to the
county. Part of that periodic enjoyment (and providing commercial revenue to your county)
entails riding the Santa Cruz Big Trees & Pacific Railroad from Felton to the Santa Cruz
boardwalk, for both the ride it offers itself and its pleasant byproduct of out-of-area parking
and not contributing to congestion.
I strongly advise against the proposed forced abandonment of the Felton Branch of the
railroad, and I strongly advise against removal of the railroad between Santa Cruz and
Watsonville for a trail-only corridor. As stated above the streets of Santa Cruz County are
plagued with congestion as development in areas of not-transit have outpaced development of
suitable transit. Slower and more congested streets, and a still-fast-but-denser-traffic Highway
1 are a public safety hazard with higher chance of vehicular accidents, blockage of emergency
escapes, and more ambient emissions negatively impacting respiratory systems. Rail not only
provides the means for maximally-efficient land-based transit of people and goods, but in
itself it's a contributor to local jobs/economy, taxable revenue income, and it's already
existent so no wheels need to be reinvented to achieve all of the prior points.
I strongly advise leaving the Felton Branch alone and let the Beach Train continue to provide
Santa Cruz tourism revenue without adding to the downtown congestion situation. I strongly
advise to have the rail-with-trail planners and engineers survey the way to Watsonville again:
rail-with-trail is completely feasible, you just don't want to have to pay to duplicate bridges
spanning the various gulches and creeks.
Thank you for hearing my grievances. You will be able to prosper simply by leaving a good
thing alone and sensibly planning/engineering to bring rail-based revenue back to Santa Cruz.
-James
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Dave
Regional Transportation Commission
Do not rail-bank
Thursday, January 27, 2022 9:38:25 AM

Hello,
This is just a quick reminder to let you know that 10s of 1000s of us do not want to "rail-bank" our Santa
Cruz branch line, or any Santa Cruz county rail right of way. Our community wants and needs rail
transportation, and that includes freight. If rail-banking occurs then a path is laid to remove the tracks. We
do not want the tracks removed.
We also do not want Roaring Camp to be forced to stop at Depot Park so that a small special interest
group can have their "trail". Tourism brings Santa Cruz County over $1 billion per year. Roaring Camp is
a MAJOR tourist draw. If anything, we should subsidize the expansion of Roaring Camps business rather
than limit it by government action. What is good for Roaring Camp is good for our county. We all love this
family owned local business so please respect their needs and suggestions.
Have a great weekend,
Dave Faulkner
Zayante
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Shannon Munz
Regional Transportation Commission
FW: Passenger service plans
Monday, January 31, 2022 8:48:35 AM
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Hi Krista,
Will you add the below comment to the public comments for item 22 for Thursday’s meeting?
Thank you,
Shannon
From: Alexander Peterson
Sent: Friday, January 28, 2022 7:25 PM
To: Shannon Munz <smunz@sccrtc.org>
Subject: Re: Passenger service plans
Thanks, I'd just like to submit this for public comment if it's not too late. This is addressed both to
RTC and the rest of the public:
I want to be able to ride from Felton to Santa Cruz and beyond regularly, not just to the Boardwalk. I
am appalled at the churlish and dishonest public messaging from Roaring Camp on this matter, as
well as that of the trail-only contingent. To demand $48-63 million in freight repairs because there
was a $14 million grant from the passenger-oriented Prop 116 is ludicrous, and I'm stunned that
Roaring Camp expects me to believe their diatribes whole hog. In full context, Melani Clark appears
to be holding commuter transit for ransom. She could easily prove me wrong by being forthcoming
and exact about the financial picture, but she hasn't. More worthy of consideration is SLV Fire's
suggestion that freight to Felton could hypothetically help fight fires. If there is a chance to find $50
million to make that feasible (e.g. as grants from the recent federal infrastructure bill), that would be
a fine reason to debank and repair for freight. For this reason I ask RTC to commit (redundantly,
perhaps) against removing segments of track. In any case, transit for people (all people, not just the
able-bodied with nothing but time) should come first. If we need a ballot measure to fill the
passenger rail funding gap, I'll readily do my part for the campaign.
Finally, I ask that the anti-rail contingent find a shred of perspective. This impatience to make it a
little easier for a handful of athletes to ride their bikes from Santa Cruz to Felton and back is an
absurd priority to place above a project that would take cars off the roads. Emissions and traffic hurt
everyone, especially cyclists.
Alex Peterson, Felton resident
On Thu, Jan 27, 2022 at 4:39 PM Shannon Munz <smunz@sccrtc.org> wrote:
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Hi Alexander,
The Feb. 3 RTC meeting will be recorded. I can send you the link when it is online. Additionally, the
staff report from RTC Executive Director Guy Preston is now available and provides a lot more
information on this issue. Here is the link to the agenda with the staff report in it:
https://sccrtc.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/2022-02-03-RTC-agenda-packet.pdf. Please let
me know if you have any additional questions.
Best,
Shannon

..............................................
Shannon Munz, Communications Specialist
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission
1101 Pacific Avenue, Suite 250 | Santa Cruz, CA 95060
Main Office 831.460.3200 | Direct 831.460.3210
Follow our social networks for the latest RTC news

From: Alexander Peterson
Sent: Wednesday, January 26, 2022 2:38 PM
To: Regional Transportation Commission <info@sccrtc.org>
Subject: Passenger service plans
Hello,

Background
I received a Sponsored Facebook post from Roaring Camp that was trying very hard to make it
seem like you were trying to stop passenger service on the Felton Branch Line, when in fact you
are only exploring adverse abandonment of freight service. Their language struck me as basically
disingenuous and anti-intellectual, so I felt the need, by personal principle, to combat their bad
faith behavior. However, I need more factual information to address certain claims, and it's
proven difficult to research. I suspect the answers will help you settle things with the more
reactionary members of the public.
Questions
What is it about freight that makes it less feasible to build a parallel trail to the side of the tracks? I
understand pieces of infrastructure have to meet a higher weight capacity for freight, but it's
unclear to me what that has to do with the trails, and whether it's primarily a physical or legal
hurdle. What are these points of infrastructure and where are they on the map? Are there
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instances of separate freight and passenger tracks between Felton and Santa Cruz Boardwalk?
Are there any proposals to eliminate segments of track that are needed or presently used for
passenger service from Felton to Santa Cruz, being seriously considered?
Has Roaring Camp disclosed their expected financial loss due to freight banking? Have any
estimates of revenue been studied for inter-city transit passengers (rather than recreational-toBoardwalk) that would board at Roaring Camp? I certainly plan to make family visits to the
Monterey Aquarium by rail, in addition to shopping/restaurant areas of Santa Cruz if the option
arises.
Have you encountered more than a few dedicated members of Trail Now in prior meetings?
Personal Perspective
Unfortunately I have prior obligations that prevent me from attending the meeting live over
Zoom, or else I would offer, for the audience, my own thoughts on the competing interests and
their conduct along with my questions. I hope the public input won't be too reactionary overall.
Naturally, my compelling interest as a Felton resident is to be able to get on a train in Felton and
get to Monterey or the rest of the Bay Area entirely by rail. I don't care about the Boardwalk as
much but other people apparently do, so if that makes them happy I hope you'll be able to work in
that assurance. Straight monetary numbers might help us understand the reasonability of the
licensing offer that Roaring Camp has refused. It appears that "Trail Now" is functioning as a
strawman of sorts in its aggressive pleas to eliminate rail. Facebook commenters are convincing
themselves, with no clear evidence, that Trail Now is controlling the Commission. I don't even
know if it constitutes more than one guy.
If the meeting is not recorded, I would greatly appreciate your answers in writing.
Thanks and best wishes,
Alex Peterson
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Kyle Carter
Regional Transportation Commission
Feb 3 meeting comment
Saturday, January 29, 2022 9:11:45 AM

I would like to add a comment to the February 3rd Commision meeting.  
I am for railbanking of the Santa Cruz Branch Rail Line. It would save money on repairs to the tracks and allow the
building of a safe trail for bicycles and pedestrians.  
Thank you
Kyle Carter
Aptos, Ca
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Jean Brocklebank
Regional Transportation Commission
Sandy Brown; jacques.bertrand@sbcglobal.net; eduardo.montesino@cityofwatsonville.org; rlj12@comcast.net;
ladykpetersen@gmail.com; Greg Caput; Ryan Coonerty; Zach Friend; Manu Koenig; Bruce McPherson;
openup@cats.ucsc.edu; tim.gubbins@dot.ca.gov; alnorthc@cabrillo.edu
February 3 RTC meeting - agenda items #22 and #23
Sunday, January 30, 2022 12:13:57 PM

Dear RTC ~
I write in support of the RTC's proposal to rail bank the corridor (#22). I have read the RTC's
FAQ and studied this enough to know that it makes sense to move forward with rail banking
process.
I also write in opposition to the RTC creating an "advisory" measure for the June 2022 ballot.
This would be a grave waste of funds, especially since there is already a ballot initiative,
qualified by 4,000 more registered voters than the 12,000 that were necessary to get it on the
ballot (over 16,000 registered voters) - from all 5 supervisorial districts!! All signatures were
collected by volunteers. No one was paid to collect signatures!
The Greenway ballot initiative is clear: it essentially prioritizes, as an interim use, a bike and
pedestrian trail on the county's rail corridor rather that a potential new commuter rail system.
Sincerely,
Jean Brocklebank
Live Oak
Elderly, low income, daily pedestrian
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Mark Mesiti-Miller
Jacques Bertrand; Sandy Brown; Greg Caput; Ryan Coonerty; Zach Friend; Renee Golder;
Tim
Gubbins; Felipe Hernandez; Gine Johnson; Randy Johnson; Shebreh Kalantari-Johnson; Manu Koenig; Donna
Lind; Bruce McPherson; Eduardo Montesino; Larry Pageler; Kristen Petersen; Dr. Rob Paul Quinn; Mike Rotkin;
Andy Schiffrin; Sam Storey; Derek Timm; Alta Northcutt
Guy Preston; Regional Transportation Commission
Felton Branch Rail Line Adverse Abandonment - RTC Meeting Agenda Feb 3, 2022
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 6:44:27 AM

Chair Brown, Commissioners, Commissioner Alternates, Guy Preston and Staff:
We understand the RTC intends to publicly discuss prosecuting an adverse abandonment of the Felton
Branch Rail Line during your next regularly scheduled meeting of the commission. In an effort to fully
inform the public regarding this matter, we offer the questions below for your consideration:

1. What specific regional transportation goal and/or objective and/or policy previously adopted by the

RTC is guiding the decision to explore and potentially file for an adverse abandonment of the FBRL
and for an adverse abandonment of the SCBRL?

2. What is the total estimated cost of legal counsel, information gathering and analysis needed to apply
for and prosecute an adverse abandonment of the FBRL?

3. Similarly, what is the total estimated cost of legal counsel, information gathering and analysis
needed to apply for and prosecute an adverse abandonment of the SCBRL?

4. From what RTC account(s) will funds be drawn to pay for the attorney fees and all other related

costs of filing for and prosecuting the adverse abandonment of the FBRL and subsequently, filing for
and prosecuting the adverse abandonment of the SCBRL?

5. Consistent with the RTC’s adopted policy of making decisions based on a triple bottom line analysis
of impacts, has a triple bottom line analysis been performed of the impacts of applying for and
obtaining an adverse abandonment of the FBRL? If so, please make the analysis available to the
public. If not, why not?

6. Similarly, consistent with the RTC’s adopted policy of making decisions based on a triple bottom

line analysis of impacts, has a triple bottom line analysis been performed of the impacts of applying
for and obtaining an adverse abandonment of the SCBRL? If so, please make the analysis available
to the public. If not, why not?

7. Please specify the exact locations of SCBRL easements potentially impacted by the design of the
Coastal Rail Trail that necessitates filing an adverse abandonment of the FBRL and the SCBRL.

8. What consideration has the RTC given to alternative designs of the Coastal Rail Trail that would

avoid easement issues on the SCBRL? Please provide all sketches, design drawings and analysis of
such alternatives.

9. What is the total current estimated cost of the Highway 1 Auxiliary Lane / BOS State Park -

Freedom Widening / Coastal Rail Trail Segment 12 project? Please provide the most detailed cost
estimate available.

10. What are the estimated cost savings to the Highway 1 Auxiliary Lane / BOS State Park - Freedom

Widening / Coastal Rail Trail Segment 12 project if rail bridges are rebuilt to accommodate only trail
uses? only trail and electric light rail uses?

11. How will the RTC ensure that abandonment of the FBRL and SCRBL will not result in partial or
complete removal of any part of the existing railroad tracks in order to accommodate a so-called
“interim trail”?

12. What is the RTC’s total detailed cost estimate for bringing the SCBRL to Class 1 operations as
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required by the 7/16/18 Administration, Coordination and License (2018 ACL) Agreement with
Progressive Rail? Please provide the most detailed documentation of all estimated costs as is
currently available.

13. What are the reasons that the RTC has not completed the required upgrades to the SCBRL specified
in the 2018 ACL?

14. How will the RTC argue to the Surface Transportation Board that abandonment is necessary when it
has not completed the repairs and improvements to the SCBRL as required by the 2018 ACL?

15. How will the RTC argue to the Surface Transportation Board that an adverse abandonment is

necessary when the voters of SC County overwhelmingly approved Measure D which specifically
earmarks tens of millions of dollars to maintain the existing rail line infrastructure?

16. What specific local, state, federal and other funding sources that are now or may be available for the

repair and/or upgrade of the SCBRL, as required by the 2018 ACL and funded by the voters when
they passed Measure D, will be sacrificed by filing for an adverse abandonment of the FBRL and the
SCBRL?

17. How do the RTC and local Cities and the County plan to achieve state and federally-mandated

greenhouse gas reductions without progressing forward with significant new rail transit and rail
transit-related urban development projects in Santa Cruz County?

18. Has the RTC investigated violations of the Brown Act in so far as unauthorized disclosures of

confidential information by commissioners and commissioner alternates appears to have occurred on
more than one occasion? If so, what were the results of that investigation? If not, why not?  

19. How will the RTC respond to the so-called “Green”way initiative which eliminates all references to
rail transit from the Santa Cruz County General Plan?

20. Please explain the rationale for pursuing adverse abandonment, which is the precursor to railbanking,
when re-establishing rail transit after railbanking a corridor, removing existing railroad tracks and
then constructing a concrete or asphalt paved trail where the tracks were has never occurred. Not
once in the 39 years since railbanking legislation was created by an act of the United States Congress
in 1983. Not once during the creation of the 2,289 rail trails, totaling 24,898 miles that exist today in
the USA according to the national Rails-to-Trails Conservancy.

We look forward to your response.
Respectfully submitted,
Mark Mesiti-Miller
Chair Civic Engagement Committee
Santa Cruz County Friends of the Rail & Trail
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Linda Melton
Regional Transportation Commission
Fw: Failure Notice
Tuesday, February 1, 2022 4:00:09 PM

----- Forwarded Message ----From: MAILER-DAEMON@yahoo.com <mailer-daemon@yahoo.com>
To:
Sent: Tuesday, February 1, 2022, 03:14:39 PM PST
Subject: Failure Notice
Sorry, we were unable to deliver your message to the following address.
<emailinfo@sccrtc.org>:
550: 5.4.1 Recipient address rejected: Access denied. AS(201806281) [DM3GCC02FT024.eopgcc02.prod.protection.outlook.com]
---------- Forwarded message ---------February 2, 2022
To Members of the RTC:
RE: Feb 3rd Meeting
It seems to me we have been kicking the can down the road for far too many years in regard to a Rail
Service to accommodate the residences of Santa Cruz County. We have spent Voter approved millions
of dollars with the promise of a viable Rail Trail with some freight and electric rails for commuters. With
Electric Rails on the horizon, which would lower pollution and traffic congestion on Hwy 1, what is the
problem in getting this done.? Are we being penny wise a pound foolish? Where is the vision toward
climate change and economic jobs?
It is my understanding there is movement from the Gilroy connection toward Salinas. It seems in the
future ,connecting San Jose to commuting could be done without driving over Hwy 17, resulting in less
pollution. By political maneuvers the NIMBY'S seem to be limiting transportation for folks who can not ride
a bike or walk 10,20,30, miles to attend to appointments, which by the way is a large portion of Santa
Cruz County. Then there is the concern for the Disabled and Seniors who pay taxes and will have no
benefit with a Trail Only. Based on the slowness of forward movement regarding rail service, by"
Railbanking" only, both the RTC and Trail Only folks could be hoping the Rail will go away in the future.
"Over years" strategy seems to have been in place before. Yes, the RTC will have to spend money on
infrastructure which is the overview of their job. But any cost now will only cost more in the future! Did
anyone apply for funds in the new Infrastructure Bill?
It seems there is little concern for businesses located here in this County regarding freight. I can see the
distaste and risks of transporting Oil ,and having seen the blow back effects I am not an advocate of
transporting oil. Under the Obama administration there was a mandate to improve railcars transporting
combustable materials. The Rail providers had three years to do so. Did that happen?
But I am an advocate for local freight, especially the farmers of various specialties, other local producers,
along with alternative energy.
This will save on pollution and road congestion in transporting goods. For years we had a Train
transporting goods from Davenport.
Let's support Roaring Camp and other employers in Santa Cruz County, and not force abandonment of
lines on Roaring Camp. We can have both Rail and Trail as promised for the future of our community.
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Respectfully,
Linda L. Melton
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Nick Adams
Regional Transportation Commission
Fw: I do not support abandonment of either the Felton Branch Rail Line or the Santa Cruz Branch Rail Line.
Tuesday, February 1, 2022 11:41:28 AM

Dear Commissioners,
We are a community, we need to come together and support everyone - from Davenport to
Watsonville and in between. We must support our local businesses like Roaring Camp.
Roaring Camp is locally owned by a woman and has employed generations of many locals
living in the county. Roaring Camp is well loved by locals and brings a lot of joy and happiness
to children, teens, and adults. Many of those children are now adults with their children and
grandchildren.
Roaring Camp unites us.
Roaring Camp is one of the main attractions visitors from around the world come to enjoy.
These visitors bring entertainment dollars to our county and we reap the benefit- thanks to
Roaring Camp.
  
My family, extended family, large circle of friends, neighbors and acquaintances all love shared
memories, wonderful times of riding Roaring Camp’s Trains and having picnics on the beautiful
shaded lawn.

Locals and visitors share many happy memories - Christmas Train; Weddings; Anniversaries;
Birthdays; Thomas the Train; Holiday Lights Train; Kids Club; High School Prom Nights with
dancing at Roaring Camp’s ‘Lodge’ and James Durbin performed!
It is a mistake to downgrade our Santa Cruz Branch Lines and bridges below freight standards.
It is a mistake to downgrade Felton Branch Rail Line. Keep our rail lines to freight standard.
Pay attention and heed the professional expertise of Robert Gray, Fire Chief, Felton Fire
District; Dan Walters, Fire Chief, Zayante Fire District; Stacie Brownlee, Fire Chief, Ben Lomond
Fire District; Mark Bingham, Fire Chief, Boulder Creek Fire District; Jim Anderson, Vice Chair,
Felton Fire District; Bob Locatelli, Fire Director, Boulder Creek Fire District; Sam Robustelli, Fire
Director, Boulder Creek Fire District
urging the RTC to maintain the Felton Branch Rail Line and the Santa Cruz Branch Rail Line as
critical infrastructure for our community.
The Firefighting Professionals alerted the county there are areas of the Santa Cruz Mountains
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that are only accessed via the rail line, such as within Henry Cowell Redwoods State Park and
the Pogonip open space area. Fire trains use water and retardant, hauled by rail in tanker
cars. The trains also include firefighters who battle wildfires from the train, helping to protect
watersheds and critical infrastructure.
The Firefighting Professionals state with new technologies, such as fire trains that are under
study in California, is major new funding for wildfire prevention and protection that is being
developed by both the state and federal governments.
The Firefighting Professionals state it is important for Santa Cruz County to maximize options
for future resources and to not get left behind in funding and policy decisions that could
potentially benefit our region.
We want bridges that are capable of supporting firefighting trains and other needed services
for our community today and in the future.
In the end, it is always better to invest in infrastructure for our future and we must utilize
local, state and federal resources and implement electric passenger rail service.
Sincerely,

Nick Adams
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Bob F
Regional Transportation Commission
Manu.Koenig@santacruzcounty.us; bruce.mcpherson@co.santa-cruz.ca.us; jbertrand@ci.capitola.ca.us;
sbrown@cityofsantacruz.com; ryan.coonerty@santacruzcounty.us; Zach Friend;
rlj12@comcast.net; openup@ucsc.edu; eduardo.montesino@cityofwatsonville.org; tim gubbins@dot.ca.gov;
Yesenia Parra; greg.caput@co.santa-cruz.ca.us; greg.caput@santacruzcounty.us; Alnorthc@Cabrillo.edu;
ladykpetersen@gmail.com
Gaining Favor of Roaring Camp in Felton AND Big Creek Lumber in Watsonville
Monday, January 31, 2022 2:58:19 PM

To begin, should one trust for-profit organizations or non-profits? The primitive for-profit TIG
railroad dependent group tried to turn their additional dependency upon METRO into a
positive, but it made it even more obvious that while METRO can exist without a railroad,
the railroad cannot exist without METRO. Rather than noting suspect desperate residue
from this rejected group, let’s just consider common sense.
The last TIG “wannabe bus” demonstration exposed the endless deception reputation of
TIG promoters.
This continued deception did not go unnoticed by everyone. Requiring transfers (and
associated hassles) at the top of a hill “out in the middle of nowhere” is not a favorable
practice. It will deter ridership, a transfer at the Boardwalk (and Watsonville) will encourage
sales opportunities in those areas. Implementing a proper transportation system is a win for
businesses and a win for tourists. Decades ago in Paris, France they required transfers
from steel wheeled trains arriving from all the areas surrounding Paris to rubber-wheeled
means to travel across Paris (note representative photo). Let’s build upon common sense
to genuinely benefit commuters rather than implement what will only benefit suspect forprofits.
The compromised Santa Cruz County version of Rail-Trail has only one railroad track.
Implementing a safe active two-way system on only a single track becomes a forever
challenge! Before reaching satisfactory commuter needs of all possible futures, a head-on
train collision becomes a certainty. The TIG organization apparently finally understood this
commonsense concern when they rescinded their implication to provide a commuter train
between Watsonville and Santa Cruz to a much simpler once or twice a day tourist train
between the Boardwalk and Capitola Village. (This was obviously intended to mate up with
Roaring Camp in Felton.). While this “wannabe bus” may have looked sleek standing still, it
probably was challenged ramping up to the full demonstrated 10 MPH. While this for-profit
group may blame this “slower than a stagecoach speed of 100+ years ago” upon an
obsolete track that needs to be replaced (at major taxpayer expense), their demo setup
deceived the passengers of the fact that even such a short journey would definitely require
a transfer to handle the last more challenging quarter of a mile!
While most any transportation system can satisfy specialty groups, what about trying to
accommodate as many as possible over an ever-changing future? Let’s consider those who
weren’t born as fortunate as us or those who have encountered disability in their life. How
about those who have grown old, like perhaps us someday? Considering an effective BusTrail as well as allowing a connection in the backyard of Big Creek Lumber in Watsonville to
the Freight Train Network in the direction opposite Santa Cruz (not at taxpayer expense)
would be just one example of an implementation that would appease all (except those
invested in the suspect TIG organization).
Only those who support an implementation that will not satisfy the many over many
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possible futures would oppose Railbanking. Railbanking was intended to favor the best
needs of communities over as many different futures as possible. Please help to Railbank
the presently unused Santa Cruz County Corridor to expedite a path to viable transportation
for all residents of Santa Cruz County!.
Bob Fifield
A Concerned Citizen of Santa Cruz County
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Kathleen Nestler
Regional Transportation Commission
Doug Nestler
In support of keeping Roaring Camp Railroad and the beach train in operation!
Wednesday, January 26, 2022 1:23:47 PM

Hello,
I’m emailing to express my support for keeping the Roaring Camp Railroad and the beach train in operation. I
know that there is a vote coming up next week, and I hope that the RTC will rethink the proposed forced
abandonment. This would be a HUGE LOSS for our community!
As a Santa Cruz Mountain resident for almost 40 years, the beach train has been an incredibly fun way to see our
beautiful Santa Cruz Mountains and an exceptional adventure for those who take it to the Santa Cruz Beach
Boardwalk. Just this past summer, we took my dad, our grown kids, and their significant others on the train and it
was a total hit with all of them. My kids remembered doing this when they were young, and we plan to do it again
this coming summer!
I hope you do the right thing for our community - keep the beach train and drop this forced abandonment proposal!
Sincerely,
Kathleen Nestler
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Demetrius Kastros
Regional Transportation Commission
Keep Roaring Camp Railroad to the Boardwalk
Wednesday, February 2, 2022 7:33:21 AM

Hello:
For many decades, Roaring Camp Railroad has provided countless families with the wonderful
experience of taking a train from their facility in Felton to the Boardwalk. I had many such wonderful
experiences with my son many years ago. It is with great sadness that I learn there is a possibility
your actions could bring this wonderful service to an end. Please, please, please do not take any
action that will change, limit or otherwise impact the Roaring Camp train to the Boardwalk. This is
such a unique experience for locals and visitors alike. It would be a tragic loss to our Monterey Bay
Area community to lose the train.
Demetrius A. Kastros
Monterey, CA

Sent from Mail for Windows
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Catherine Marino
manu.koenig@santacruzcounty.us
Mitchell.Weiss@catc.ca.gov; Regional Transportation Commission
Wednesday, January 26, 2022 2:05:30 PM

Dear Supervisor Koenig & RTC Commissioners,
I urge the RTC to cease attempts to use adverse abandonment action against Roaring Camp’s
Felton Line freight easement.
Abandonment of the freight easement on this line would remove Federal protection and could
cause Roaring Camp to lose it’s Felton Line easements through easement reversion, or at least
be subjected to lawsuits and claims that could effectively shut down the Felton Line and
Roaring Camp forever.
The RTC’s attempted forced abandonment of Roaring Camp’s freight easement on the Felton
Line as a “procedural action” against this historical multi generational business is thuggish and
alarming. The RTC technique of threatening Roaring Camp with adverse abandonment unless
they “play ball” with the RTC’s potential future railbanking plans for our rail corridor make
one feel as if anti rail transit devotees have taken over the RTC. At least that is what the
RTC’s own statement sounds like “Filing the adverse abandonment action for the Felton
Branch Line will provide clarity on whether the RTC might be able to railbank the Santa Cruz
Branch Rail Line.”
Leaving freight easements intact on both the Felton Line and the Santa Cruz Branch Line
keeps our rail line eligible for BOTH State and Federal funding.
why IS the RTC no longer pursuing available funding for our Rail Line, when the RTC board
unanimously affirmed it’s commitment to leave Rail infrastructure in place, maintain Freight
Rail Service, and institute high capacity public transit service in 2019?
This recent direction of the RTC to turn it’s back on rail infrastructure is alarming, and the
new threats against our local railroad operator are especially egregious.
Please, RTC, do your job to complete our Rail & Trail. Apply for funding to repair /replace
the necessary bridges. Stop letting the same questions and doubts that you have answered for
the past decade or more keep us from using our Rail Corridor being used for the purpose that
we purchased it for in the first place.
With sincere concern from this 5th generation Santa Cruz County native,
Catherine Marino
Santa Cruz, CA 95-63
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Kristen Sandel
Regional Transportation Commission; Bruce McPherson; manu.koenig@santacruzcounty.us;
zach.friend@santacruzcounty.us; greg.caput@santacruzcounty.us; ryan.coonerty@santacruzcounty.us
NO on Adverse Abandonment of the Felton Branch Line
Tuesday, February 1, 2022 5:42:21 PM

Subject: NO on Abandoning the Felton Branch Line
Dear RTC Commissioners,
I ask that you preserve Roaring Camp’s right to run freight service to the Felton Branch
Line. Any removal of rail service by railbanking or adverse abandonment will have longterm consequences for Santa Cruz County’s transportation options in coming decades, and
this proposed action raises serious concerns for the future of rail in Santa Cruz County.
Freight by rail is a less expensive, greener option vs. trucking. Rail is a far more efficient
transport method and is especially important in agricultural areas of Santa Cruz, such as
Watsonville and South County, which rely on affordable shipping of bulk goods. And
preserving the ability to use the Felton Branch Line for freight may be increasingly
important as we transition away from car-centric planning for our communities and become
less dependent on fossil fuels for transportation.
Roaring Camp has been an important part of our local economy for more than 40 years,
especially for the San Lorenzo Valley, and has provided employment opportunities to many
residents. I strongly oppose any action on the part of the RTC that would have such a
significant negative effect on its ability to continue operating.
Preserving the tracks across Santa Cruz County for the future is the right thing to do for the
County’s economy, businesses and tourism industry. Light rail is a better approach to the
County’s traffic congestion, a more equitable option for commuters, and a huge win for the
environment. The SCCRTC’s own studies on options for our transit corridor have shown a
high degree of public support for rail transit. Please don’t move ahead with any filing for
forced abandonment. Thank you for considering my views.
Sincerely,
Kristen Sandel
District 5, Ben Lomond
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mj slade
Regional Transportation Commission
No Rail Banking
Tuesday, February 1, 2022 11:32:16 PM

I have been a resident and homeowner in Santa Cruz county for over 30 years. I am also involved in the
travel industry. I see the rail has a huge asset for Santa Cruz county. Santa Cruz was never built for
future growth. Our roads our difficult to widen and also to support the state mandated housing that Santa
Cruz county will be required to build. We need the rail to help with our transportation needs. We need to
look towards the future and we will be able to tie into the rail that will be running from San Francisco to
Los Angeles.
We have the money to keep our rail and make the necessary improvements to the rail bridges. We
need to think long term. The cost of repairing the bridges long term will also benefit moving not only
people, but cargo, firefighting and emergency services. No abandonment of the Felton and Santa Cruz
rail lines. We also want to remain eligible for all of the federal grant money that have a multi-modal
(freight, passenger, active transportation) qualifies us for.
Also, its worth mentioning that the Roaring Camp Railroad has been a Santa Cruz institution for over
50 years and is worth keeping not only for its tourist draw, but for its freight moving capability.
Please think to the future of Santa Cruz county and do what is best for us and also for the
environment.
Thank you for your consideration!
Maryjane Slade
Aptos, CA 95003
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Regional Transportation Commission
No to Adverse Abandonment
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 6:12:29 AM

Dear RTC Commissioners:
I write to you regarding the RTC's upcoming February 3, 2022 meeting and
vote regarding adverse abandonment of freight service on the Felton
Branch Line. I urge each of you to vote NO to forced abandonment and,
more broadly, to reject carrying out the wishes of the Greenway Group. The
mission of your agency is to delivery a variety of transportation choices for
the community, not to aid anti-environment groups with their power grabs. If
the RTC truly "...would prefer to reach an agreement with Roaring Camp to
not oppose railbanking.." then the Commission should not employ
underhanded tactics such as initiating an adverse abandonment.
It is clear that Roaring Camp, Inc. acted in good faith to both the RTC and
the people of Santa Cruz County when it gave up its right of first refusal to
purchase the SCBR line from Union Pacific, which allowed the RTC to
purchase the line. These steps were taken as a promise toward future rail
use that will benefit the Santa Cruz County community and the environment.
It is unacceptable that the RTC is now positioning itself to doublecross Roaring Camp and the community by resorting to desperate
measures taken behind closed doors. How dare any of you pretend that the
RTC has the community's best interest at heart when it is abundantly
apparent that the only ones benefitting from an adverse abandonment of the
Felton line would be the Greenway Group and its sycophants, several of
whom are among you.
For those of you who would not receive financial benefit from pulling up the
rail, please vote NO on forced abandonment. For the rest of you in
Greenway's pocket - shame on you.
Best regards,
Cindy Arvanites
Santa Cruz, CA
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Monica Martinez
Regional Transportation Commission
Opposing Adverse Abandonment of Felton Branch Rail Line
Wednesday, January 26, 2022 9:59:02 PM

Dear Commissioners,
I am writing to express my concern regarding the Regional Transit Commission’s (RTC) consideration
of adverse abandonment of the Felton Branch Rail Line, which would remove Roaring Camp’s right
to utilize the rail line for freight use. As a resident of Felton, I care deeply about the health, safety
and economic vitality of the San Lorenzo Valley. I am also invested in the long-term planning
required to prepare our community for the impacts of climate change and other natural disasters.
For these reasons, I believe that the preservation of freight transportation to our mountainous part
of the county is important.
Roaring Camp is a historic treasure, local employer, and anchor of San Lorenzo Valley’s recreational
activities and attractions. We all benefit from the economic vibrancy that Roaring Camp adds to our
community. And like any beloved local business, it deserves to have its existing rights and future
growth potential preserved. Unfortunately, the adverse abandonment of the Felton Branch Rail Line
will have a direct and long term impact on the future of Roaring Camp, and as a result, the future of
the San Lorenzo Valley.
In addition to Roaring Camp’s role as the heartbeat of our SLV economy, the Felton Branch Rail Line
is a critical transportation artery in to the San Lorenzo Valley and we have yet to fully explore how
the line may be utilized during or after a public safety emergency. Instead of taking action to limit
the use of this valuable corridor, we should instead be examining how the corridor could be used
during another major wildfire, earthquake, or the on-going CZU rebuilding efforts. How can we
abandon something so valuable, without fully understanding or utilizing its potential?
Of course, there are many larger issues in play regarding the future of rail transit in our county. A
long term resolution must be reached to ensure the best interests of future generations. However,
until then, don't allow Roaring Camp and the people of the San Lorenzo Valley to be caught in the
middle. I urge you to listen to the residents of SLV and oppose the adverse abandonment of the
Felton Branch Rail Line.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Monica Martinez
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Peter Cook
Regional Transportation Commission;
sbrown@cityofsantacruz.com;
jacques.bertrand@sbcglobal.net; eduardo.montesino@cityofwatsonville.org; rlj12@comcast.net;
ladykpetersen@gmail.com; greg.caput@santacruzcounty.us; ryan.coonerty@santacruzcounty.us;
zach.friend@santacruzcounty.us; manu.koenig@santacruzcounty.us; bruce.mcpherson@santacruzcounty.us;
openup@cats.ucsc.edu; tim.gubbins@dot.ca.gov
Please Railbank Now!!!!!!
Friday, January 28, 2022 9:01:13 AM

Dear RTC Members,
Please railbank the corridor ASAP and let's get a trail built as soon as possible. My five-year-old is just
getting good on a bicycle, I want to see her able to bike from one end of the county to the other on a
bike before she goes off to college plesase.......
Thank you for your service.
Sincerely,
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Jennie Dusheck
sbrown@cityofsantacruz.com; alnorthc@cabrillo.edu; jbertrand@ci.capitola.ca.us;
eduardo.montesino@cityofwatsonville.org; greg.caput@santacruzcounty.us; ryan.coonerty@santacruzcounty.us;
bruce.mcpherson@santacruzcounty.us; zach.friend@santacruzcounty.us; adykpetersen@gmail.com;
manu.koenig@santacruzcounty.us; rlj12@comcast.net; openup@ucsc.edu; tim.gubbins@dot.ca.gov; Regional
Transportation Commission
Protect, support and strengthen the Felton & Santa Cruz Branch Lines
Thursday, January 27, 2022 3:59:59 PM

As a long time county resident, I support light rail in Santa Cruz County; it would
equitably lower the county’s climate impact and connect us to the rest of the state
rail system.
I was shocked to learn about the RTC’s proposal for adverse abandonment of the
Felton Branch Rail Line and the Santa Cruz Branch Line and load-limited bridges.
Removing or downgrading track is the last thing we should be considering. Rail
lines are incredibly valuable infrastructure, useful for freight, passengers, and even
emergencies.
Roaring Camp is a beloved fixture in Santa Cruz County. Proposing to hamstring
Roaring Camp’s operations is mystifying and short sighted. People come from all
over the West to ride both the steam train and the beach train. Hurting Roaring
Camp hurts Santa Cruz County.
Abandonment would also kneecap county efforts both to slow climate change and to
build long-planned public transit.
We acquired the rail corridor in order to build public rail transit. In so doing, we
committed to protect and maintain the rail corridor, including its connection to Bay
Area rail. Please continue to lead, as you have in the past, in building a
transportation system for all of us. Let’s invest in our future with solid, reliable rail
infrastructure.
Please repair the tracks and bring all bridges to freight standards, as measure D
requires. I urge you to continue the RTC's critical work towards building clean,
robust, equitable transportation for all.
Sincerely,
Jennie Dusheck
Health & Climate, Writing & Editing
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Jonathan Kibrick
Regional Transportation Commission
Public Comment Regarding March 3 SCCRTC Board Meeting - Santa Cruz and Felton Branch Line
Tuesday, February 1, 2022 9:13:36 PM
SCCRTC Staff Report Letter 2022Feb01 JKIBRICK.pdf

Dear SCCRTC,
Please find attached my public comment regarding the agenda item on the future of the Santa
Cruz Branch Line and the Felton Branch Line.   
Please provide a copy to all members of the SCCRTC Commission and add it into the
administrative record in regards to the Santa Cruz Branch Line.
Please acknowledge receipt of this email and that the comments have been added to the
appropriate files.
Warmest Regards
Jonathn Kibrick
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E. Hansen
jbertrand@ci.capitola.ca.us; sbrown@cityofsantacruz.com; greg.caput@co.santa-cruz.ca.us;
ryan.coonerty@santacruzcounty.us; zach.friend@santacruzcounty.us; rgolder@cityofsantacruz.com;
tim.gubbins@dot.ca.gov; hernandezdistrict1@gmail.com;
Gine.Johnson@santacruzcounty.us; rlj12@comcast.net; skalantari-johnson@cityofsantacruz.com;
manu.koenig@santacruzcounty.us; dlindslind@earthlink.net; bruce.mcpherson@co.santa-cruz.ca.us;
eduardo.montesino@cityofwatsonville.org; larry.pageler@gmail.com; ladykpetersen@gmail.com;
rpquinn@pacbell.net; openup@ucsc.edu; Andy.Schiffrin@santacruzcounty.us; samforcapitola@yahoo.com;
dtimm@scottsvalley.org; alnorthc@cabrillo.edu; Guy Preston; Regional Transportation Commission;
ctc@catc.ca.gov; CFAC@dot.ca.gov; rcpa@stb.gov; Mitchell.Weiss@catc.ca.gov; Tanisha.Taylor@catc.ca.gov;
Hannah.Walter@catc.ca.gov; Monica.Torres@catc.ca.gov; Naveen.Habib@catc.ca.gov; Tony.Dang@dot.ca.gov;
Anika.Jesi@dot.ca.gov; hq.drmt@dot.ca.gov; sustainability@dot.ca.gov; David.S.Kim@calsta.ca.gov;
Elissa.Konove@calsta.ca.gov
RE: Adverse Abandonment Action for Freight Service Only on the Felton Branch Line and the Relationship to the
Potential for Future Railbanking on a Portion of the Santa Cruz Branch Rail Line
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 10:46:19 AM

Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commissioners,
Below are the Policies and Legislation that are the framework for our State
Regional Transportation Commissions and Staff. Nowhere will you find
that abandonment of an existing active transportation rail corridor is
supported.
Executive Order S-3-05 (Freight Strategy)
Executive Order B-30-15 (GHG Reduction and Climate Adaptation)
Executive Order B-32-15 (GHG Reduction)
Statewide Goals and Legislative Policies, Assembly Bill 32 (2006)
California Transportation Plan 2050
Climate Action Plan for Transportation Infrastructure
California Freight Mobility Plan
California Sustainable Freight Action Plan
California State Rail Plan
Caltrans Equity Statement
Safeguarding California
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These documents are the policy framework that are to guide STATE
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSIONS in developing
comprehensive, Multimodal Corridor Plans, not localized political special
interest groups that are in direct opposition towards them.
Consideration of abandonment or rail banking is an injustice for all
California Residents. State funds were used in the purchase of the private
freight rail line with the express purpose of developing a Public Passenger
Rail System and the continuation of Freight Service.
I highly object to the continuing capricious and arbitrary actions of the
SCCRT Commission and Staff in pursuing an agenda to remove the
existing rail lines in Santa Cruz County for the benefit of an entitled few at
the cost to all citizens of the State, Nation and our Environment.
Erik Hansen
Santa Cruz County Resident
https://sccrtc.org/rtc-to-receive-informational-report-at-the-feb-3commission-meeting-regarding-potential-adverse-abandonment-action-forfreight-service-only-on-the-felton-branch-line-and-the-relationship-to-thepoten/
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shelley young
Regional Transportation Commission
JBERTRAND@ci.capitola.ca.us; LADYKPETERSEN@gmail.com; EDUARDO.MONTESINO@cityofwatsonville.org;
RLJ2@comcast.net; SBROWN@cityofsantacruz.com; ALNORTHC@cabrillo.edu;
MANU.KOENIG@santacruzcounty.us; ZACH.FRIEND@santacruzcounty.us;
RYAN.COONERTY@santacruzcounty.us; GREG.CAPUT@santacruzcounty.us;
BRUCE.MCPHERSON@santacruzcounty.us; OPENUP@ucsc.edu
ROARING CAMP RAILROAD
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 9:13:21 AM

To whom it may concern:
Please do not allow the RTC to abandon the Felton to Boardwalk rail line. I understand the
Greenway group stance;but, we can have both the rail and pedestrian/bike path as is being done
with the Watsonville/SC line. Besides the closed door meetings approach & the vote on February 3rd
in advance of the PUBLIC vote in June is underhanded. Whether a person is for rail or not, this back
door approach is appalling. We deserve better as a community than to be strong armed by any
DIVISIVE group!
1. Please consider stopping this ‘behind closed doors’ approach. We can do better.
2. We can have both a pedestrian/bike path and a thriving rail line
Shelley Young and Eric Welty of Felton
Sent from Mail for Windows
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Carlos Rogers, PE
Regional Transportation Commission; alnorthc@cabrillo.edu; sbrown@cityofsantacruz.com;
jbertrand@ci.capitola.ca.us; eduardo.montesino@cityofwatsonville.org; greg.caput@santacruzcounty.us;
ryan.coonerty@santacruzcounty.us; bruce.mcpherson@santacruzcounty.us; zach.friend@santacruzcounty.us;
manu.koenig@santacruzcounty.us; rlj12@comcast.net; openup@ucsc.edu; tim.gubbins@dot.ca.gov
RTC Meeting Feb. 03, 2022 - Forced Abandonment Proposal
Tuesday, February 1, 2022 10:31:08 PM
image001.png
High

I OPPOSE the SCCRTC's Roaring Camp Railroads Adverse Abandonment Proposal.
In today’s climate we are constantly battling global warming, increased population and elevated
demands upon our infrastructure. Freight, and passenger service, over rail has the opportunity to
reduce carbon impacts, and traffic demands on Highway 1. This is often overlooked, as we believe
that battery driven roadway vehicles will achieve the goals that are required. This fallacy is that
population growth and expansion is unsustainable in terms of the freight shipments, and energy
requirements over the next 3 decades.
However, heavy truck traffic for the myriad of Amazon shipments, Costco deliveries, and the like is
costly to us in terms of pollution, carbon impact, and lives on the freeway. A single boxcar on a train
can carry in excess of 5 times the freight of a single truck. Energy to move this freight can be as low
as 1/10th of what a semi-truck requires to move the same shipment the same distance. Think about
the last time you traveled on highway 1 or 17; the number of semi-trucks is staggering and
increasingly dangerous.
Although our infrastructure over the past 5 decades has reduced options, rail transportation offers a
safe, lower energy, even zero carbon, option for moving the massive amount of products that we all
use. It is important that we avoid short term elimination of such a valuable investment.
In Colorado, a similar rail line was removed and replaced with a trail, just in the last 10 years.
Originally built around 1900, this line transported goods and passengers between Glenwood Springs,
CO and Aspen, CO for 100 years. The state highway (Colorado Hwy 82) that covers this ground is
completely impacted with buses, trucks and other commuters. Colorado is investigating reversing
the rail to trail, and converting to electric LRV (Light Rail Vehicles), to reduce the massive delays,
heavy smog production and the number of fatal accidents. The cost of reversing the action is
estimated to have added $100 to $200 million dollars to the cost of the project, require
reconveyance of property sold and extensive land rework. Had the line been banked, it could have
been restored and electrified within 2 years, at a tremendous savings, resolving a massive issue. The
short sighted move to a bike trail – with less than 10 users per day over 80% of the trail – has
resulted in loss of benefit, and extensive destruction of the environment.
Our family owns a property in La Selva Beach, on Anita Ave, which is bordered to the south by the
rail line. Clearly it would be a property value increase to eliminate the rail line. However, we
understand that the long term value of this line is a greater value to us in our fight to reduce
congestion and deal with global warming. The long term is simply more important than a short term
recreational or property value gain.
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In the interest of the continued viability of tourist railroad operations, the economic benefits to
many peripheral businesses, and most critically preserving freight and light rail options available for
the benefit of the citizens and businesses of Santa Cruz County, please do not move forward with
the Adverse Abandonment Proposal.
Respectfully,
Carlos
Carlos Rogers, P.E.
CEO
Novate Solutions®, Inc.
Direct                    650.241.0062
Direct Fax              650.779.5680
Main Office           866-NOVATE-0
Email                     
Web                      http://www.Novate.com

Engineering Licensure: CA M35206, KS 24341, CO 050517
Novate Solutions® is a registered trademark of Novate Solutions, Inc.
Information contained in this e-mail is intended only for Novate Solutions®, Inc, our clients and vendors. This information may be proprietary, privileged or classified
and subject to non-disclosure. Information contained in this email may contain Chemical-terrorism Vulnerability information (CVI) as defined in 6 CFR 27.400(b) and
may only be accessed by CVI certified employees. If you are not the intended recipient or an employee responsible for receipt of this transmission, you should be
aware that any distribution, copying or communication of this transmission is prohibited. Unless explicitly stated, this email does not constitute an offer to contract. If
you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately. Email is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 USC SS 2510-2521 and
is legally privileged.
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chris dan
Regional Transportation Commission; Supervisor Manu Koenig
Rail Trail
Tuesday, February 1, 2022 6:00:38 PM

February 1, 2022

Manu Koenig and the RTC

Why do we need to use this corridor at all? Why can't it be left as is for whoever wants to use
it forwalking or quiet time? This county has plenty of trails to ride bikes on and walk and run
on. We live in the Sorrento Oaks Mobile Home Park at 800 Brommer St. Is this Rail/Trail all
because the County or some other source that was was allowed to buy into the old railroad
line.? I imagine there are many people in this County making lots of money and more to come
as this unwanted corridor becomes full of people and their bikes, skates, music, access to the
woods. What about the woman who owns the property on the other side of the tracks? Will she
be compensated or what is her position on this big change? What has the Environmental study
shown?
How much has already been spent by studies? Yes, millions of dollars have been spent on
something the County does not need or want. By tearing up and opening up this corridor is
another environmental disaster. Once again, residents take a backseat to big business and
tourists.
Who has appointed these folks to the RTC?. I don't remember voting on this.
This will be a continuous drain of money forever from the tax payers who don't understand the
proposal and haven't been told the entire story and impact. Seeing the confusion written in the
Sentinel with this and the Roaring Camp Train in Felton, the residents have not been given
thorough information and the impact.
Our house, along with hundreds of others in this County will be greatly impacted by a rail or a
trail.
We live just above the proposed trail but very close. From our deck we can view the park
woods and the privately owned woods and the State Park woods. There are animals and birds
galore to view and hear. With the trail below opened we will have no quiet and no animals
anymore. The trail will be open 24 hours with noise from people and their barking dogs, boom
boxes, and other things. Will invade our Park and all those living for miles along it. We do
have ongoing problems with transients, tree chopping, fires but these are minor compared to
opening up this entire corridor to the public and advertising it. Hmm, residents or tourists,
which are more important? Will we be the overseers, in case of problems, in notifying the
proper authorities? Our wonderful glen open space between the Park and houses father along
will be ruined and we should be pacified by a little walking bridge for access?
Rob Tidmore, from the Department of Public Works, came out last week and spoke to the
Park's Committee on the Architectural, Maintenance Committee.(ACMC) Only 5 or 6 people
from that committee were given the spiel about the affects on our Park and the entire corridor.
On our side of the track (corridor) there will be the removal of all the Oak trees, the ivy fence
and it's covered fence removed and there (in our situation) about 12 feet from the corridor.
This train track has not been used for years so we bought into this Park with no thought it
would ever be used. What about our property values.? Will they be cut in half. How many
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people would want to live close to that? Have you considered building a sound wall like along
the freeway noise? Will we be compensated in any way?
And another question: Why are so many of these meetings held on weekdays during working
hours? Are they purposely scheduled to minimize community input?
Please consider our position. Sincerely, Christine Young
Santa Cruz, CA 96062
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chris dan
Regional Transportation Commission; Supervisor Manu Koenig
Rail Trail
Tuesday, February 1, 2022 6:03:47 PM

February 1, 2022
Isn't about time that the taxpayers of Santa Cruz County get to vote on whether
they want to spend hundreds of millions of dollars on a train that will render
only a minimal improvement to their lives? Taxation without representation will it take a Tea Party revolt in order to get a vote on this issue? I don't mean a
ballot measure where all the transportation options are lumped together, but an
honest ballot measure wherein the actual real costs of the passenger train are
shown as well as what a realistic estimate of the reduction in traffic might be.
The RTC has spent millions of dollars on studies by a variety of consultants
with the aim of getting a result that somehow shows that a passenger train line
is feasible and, as far as I know, they so far haven't gotten a positive result.
They can't even show in a cost/ benefit analysis that it would be at all
advantageous. They spout nonsense figures based on UCSC student biased
surveys of how much it would reduce traffic on Highway 1. These are not
people that commute or use the highway on a regular basis for their work.
UCSC students will not be around to use the system, and certainly will not be
around to pay for it.
They also base their figures on a ticket cost greatly reduced by taxpayer
subsidies; subsidies that will have to be paid in perpetuum. If people were
polled as to whether they would use the system at an un-subsidized fare I'm
sure there would be a radically different result. $15 to go from downtown to
41st Avenue I'm guessing. I'm guessing because they don't have a firm cost of
such an unsubsidized ticket published. I'm also sure that the user base will be
heavily leaning towards seniors, who have plenty of time to waste waiting for
transportation, and students, both groups which will be granted even more
heavily subsidized fares.
When the RTC shows costs of a passenger railway they should be required to
show all the costs besides the construction costs, including subsidies, the future
costs of repairs and maintenance, cleaning and policing, and interest on the
gigantic debt that will be incurred. No doubt they will promote bond measures
that "won't cost us anything". Hah! The interest alone will be enormous. And
what about the cost of acquiring land for the train and bus stations that will be
needed and their costs of construction, maintenance and policing. All for a train
that will be used as recreation or tourism by many (or most?)
The "Green', or ecologically minded, have been deceived into thinking that a
train and/or trail is a positive goal. All transportation options have their
negative impacts on the ecology. How much better is a train that will be served
by a multitude of buses and cars to go to and from the stations, and from them
to onward destinations? Local motor traffic would increase offsetting much of
any reduction there might be in Highway 1 congestion. Do they really believe
that the train will result in all the people selling their motor vehicles and only
using bikes? And the train plus trail option will result in dozens of trees and
plants being cut down and destroyed, the ground covered in some kind of
pavement, even if it might be permeable.
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The RTC believes in 'band-aid' measures to the Highway 1 infrastructure in the
hopes that they can somehow cram this passenger train down our gullets. If
they had spent the millions already spent on the train folly we could have
meaningful improvements in place on Highway 1 by now.
Trail advocates also want us to believe that a trail would be free, or at a very
low cost, and that a trail will reduce commuter and local traffic. Obviously,
seeing how much the trail segments so far completed have cost, the trail is not,
by any measure, cheap. And just by observation of the trail through Arana
Gulch that joins Broadway and the downtown areas, there are very few
commuters on bikes. And I cannot imagine why anyone would think that a bike
trail along the tracks would magically result in a huge increase in bicycle
commuters over the number that already use the streets. Call it what it is, .... a
recreational trail.
And when are the voters going to get a chance to vote on this tourist bike trail?
It just keeps getting built without any approval from the voters at large.
As for a choice between a train and trail, or just a train, or just a trail - why do
we need any of them? Who decided that we had to choose between them? Why
aren't we allowed to vote "none of the above"?
If our only choices are to be between railbanking the tracks and trail only, or
tracks plus trail, then I vote for railbanking the tracks. Tear them up and be
done with the train folly. Trail only would result in less harm to the
environment, less noise and pollution, and much less cost to us who will end up
footing the bill.
Dan Kambitsch
Santa Cruz, Ca 95062
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Jim Cumming
Regional Transportation Commission
Rail banking NOW!!
Monday, January 31, 2022 7:17:20 PM

It absolutely needs to happen as soon as possible to the benefit of the residents and tourists
alike and Government financial responsibility to the taxpayers.
Let’s end this stalemate and use the rail corridor to its full potential as a bike and pedestrian
trail. DO IT NOW !!
Thanks
Jim Cumming
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paul rucker
Regional Transportation Commission
Railbanking
Monday, January 31, 2022 4:10:17 PM

We would like to pledge our support for railbanking the SCBL. We have researched it and
understand it will not prevent the Roaring Camp Beach train but will preserve easement
rights. We both feel this is the most practical decision.
Sincerely,
Paul and Catherine Rucker
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Jeanette Guire
bruce.mcpherson@santacruzcounty.us; jbertrand@ci.capitola.ca.us; ladykpetersen@gmail.com;
eduardo.montesino@cityofwatsonville.org; rlj12@comcast.net; sbrown@cityofsantacruz.com;
alnorthc@cabrillo.edu; manu.koenig@santacruzcounty.us; zach.friend@santacruzcounty.us;
ryan.coonerty@santacruzcounty.us; greg.caput@santacruzcounty.us; openup@ucsc.edu;
rgolder@cityofsantacruz.com; tim.gubbins@dot.ca.gov; hernandezdistrict1@gmail.com;
Gine.Johnson@santacruzcounty.us; rlj12@comcast.net; skalantari-johnson@cityofsantacruz.com;
dlindslind@earthlink.net; larry.pageler@gmail.com; rpquinn@pacbell.net; Andy.Schiffrin@santacruzcounty.us;
samforcapitola@yahoo.com; dtimm@scottsvalley.org; Bill Maxfield;
Guy Preston; Regional Transportation Commission
Re: Letter from Fire Chiefs re Adverse Abandonment
Thursday, January 27, 2022 3:02:32 PM
SLV Fire Chiefs - rail abandonment 1.26.22 (1).pdf

Dear Supervisor McPherson and Members of the RTC:
Please find attached a letter from Fire Chiefs from the San Lorenzo Valley
re Item 22 (Adverse Abandonment) on the February 3, 2022 agenda
Jeanette Guire
Roaring Camp Railroads - Felton, CA 95018
   
www.roaringcamp.com
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Brian Peoples
Bruce McPherson
Ryan Coonerty; Guy Preston; Andy Schiffrin; Zach Friend; Manu Koenig; rpquinn@pacbell.net;
rlj12@comcast.net; Gine Johnson; jacques.bertrand@sbcglobal.net; openup@cats.ucsc.edu;
sbrown@cityofsantacruz.com; Alnorthc@Cabrillo.edu; ladykpetersen@gmail.com;
"jimmy.dutra@cityofwatsonville.org"; tim.gubbins@dot.ca.gov; Matt Machado; boardinquiries@scmtd.com;
Regional Transportation Commission; greg.caput@co.santa-cruz.ca.us; eduardo.montesino@cityofwatsonville.org
Re: RTC / Roaring Camp alternative proposal
Thursday, January 27, 2022 7:51:18 AM

Supervisor McPherson,
Thank you for your response.
Honestly, we wish Supervisor Coonerty was as dedicated to his constitutes as you. Mr.
Coonerty gave no support to the North Coast Farmers during the planning for the North Coast
Rail Trail, resulting in acres of farmland being taken from the farmers to accommodate a
future tourist train. Even though the EIR showed the most environmentally sound and
economically viable approach to build the North Coast Rail Trail was the Farmers Alternative
Plan - which was to remove old tracks and build trail on old railroad bed - Mr. Coonerty did not
support the North Coast Farmers. The current North Coast Rail Trail plan has resulted in RTC
doing eminent domain of private property, the taking of valuable farmland from North Coast
Farmers and costing taxpayers millions more for a substandard North Coast trail - all to
accommodate a future tourist train.
Building an expensive, substandard trail to accommodate a future tourist train is poor public
policy. Advocating for Roaring Camp to expand their amusement park train ride to Davenport
is unfair to North Coast Farmers, Westside residences and businesses, increases cost to build
Segment 7b (Bay to Wharf) and essentially provides taxpayer funds to a private individual (Ms.
Melani Clark). We suggest you look at the history of how the Westside residence reacted to
the noise and traffic in 2012 with the Polar Express.
We support railbanking the Santa Cruz Branchline and building the Santa Cruz Coastal Trail
NOW. We will continue to press RTC and Caltrans to do the right thing for our community
and look at a deal to transition Roaring Camp Beach train to establishing a Roaring Camp
facility at Depot Station and transition to E-Trollies to Felton. Roaring Camp Beach train
operations need to transition to modern times, add benefits to our community, improve
traffic congestion, open the Felton corridor and help reduce climate emissions. Opening the
Felton rail corridor to the community and Metro would be a game-changer for the Felton /
San Lorenzo community and can be a win-win solution for Roaring Camp business.  
Finally, if RTC is ok with taking farmland and imposing a tourist train on Westside residences,
they should be willing to work a plan to better Felton / San Lorenzo area transportation
resources. RTC's role is TRANSPORTATION, not subsidizing of tourism attraction.
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Best regards,
Brian Peoples
Trail Now

From: Gine Johnson <Gine.Johnson@santacruzcounty.us> on behalf of Bruce McPherson
<Bruce.McPherson@santacruzcounty.us>
Sent: Wednesday, January 26, 2022 11:05 AM
To: Brian Peoples
Subject: RE: RTC / Roaring Camp alternative proposal
Good morningThank you for writing and expressing your concerns. To be clear, the Beach Train is not in danger
now nor will it ever be in danger.
Recent information circulating in our community regarding both rail lines within Santa Cruz County
has caused quite a stir. As you are probably aware, the Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation
Commission (RTC) owns the rail corridor stretching from Watsonville to north of Davenport while
Roaring Camp owns the rail line running east from the Santa Cruz city limits to Felton and beyond.
Reports that the RTC has decided behind closed doors to proceed with an adverse abandonment of
freight service along the Roaring Camp rail line are not correct. It is true the RTC has been discussing
various options during many months of closed sessions to gain a better understanding of the issues
we face in making the RTC-owned rail corridor available for beneficial public use. Last month, the
Commission voted in closed session to daylight this information further in the form of a public report
at its February 3 meeting. We did this in the interest of transparency and the need to educate the
public regarding the difficult decisions we face to make the RTC-owned line available for the public
good while ensuring that Roaring Camp’s business is not negatively impacted.
Roaring Camp has been a treasured business in the San Lorenzo Valley for decades and it has been
my privilege to support their business on all levels, especially during public policy discussions and
decisions. I will continue to advocate for the business health of Roaring Camp and will not support
any decision that will undermine their passenger rail business. I can also personally attest to the fact
that Roaring Camp has universal support in this regard from all of the RTC Commissioners and staff.
Rail banking, which is part of the abandonment process, is a strategy to preserve the freight rail
property for future freight re-activation. If a line is rail banked, passenger rail can be implemented
at any time when it is affordable and feasible. A decision to railbank the RTC-owned line has not
been made. There will not be an action item on adverse abandonment on the February 3rd agenda,
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Roaring Camp Boardwalk operations would move to Depot Station Building
Roaring Camp would be allowed to establish a retail center
Roaring Camp places 2 Cabooses as Retail Centers
Permanent on/off-boarding (ADA) location
New parking lot would be built at Depot Station area for Roaring Camp Boardwalk
operations
RTC and City provide $XXX for relocation cost
Phase 2:
Roaring Camp train operations would transition to a rubber-wheeled e-trolley from
Felton to Santa Cruz Boardwalk on Felton rail corridor
RTC / County would fund removal of Felton tracks and construction of "access road" on
railbed
RTC / County will maintain (fund) the access road to Felton
RTC / Caltrans will design and fund a future under/over pass for Highway 1 for the
"access road" that is used by Roaring Camp e-trolley and public trail
RTC would pay for trucking 2 train engines to Felton or pay the difference in sale of
engines by Roaring Camp from their purchase price
Roaring Camp would have rights to operate e-trolley on access road
Metro could have transit on access road
General public would be able to have active transportation on access road.
Obviously, this is an "out-of-the-box" proposal, but with climate change and need to improve
transit across Santa Cruz County (including Felton / San Lorenzo), there is a need for the old
diesel operating tourist train to update to modern times and the RTC to look at innovative
ways to improve transit to San Lorenzo area. RTC should not negotiate any deal that would
expand Roaring Camp diesel engine tourist trains to Davenport, but work on a long-term plan
that not only benefits Roaring Camp, but helps our community transportation system operate
more effectively.
Please consider our alternative proposal for a partnership with Roaring Camp.
Best regards,
Brian Peoples
Trail Now
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Rae Spencer-Hill
Regional Transportation Commission
Re: Re Roaring Camp Dispute, Focus on Eventual LightRail
Wednesday, January 26, 2022 11:46:29 PM
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Thank you Krista.
I note that due to a typo on the agenda it looks like it says "no light rail" instead of "Focus on
light rail". It should be made clear that I support light rail.
Thank you,

Rae Spencer-Hill
she/her/hers

On Tue, Jan 25, 2022 at 10:30 AM Regional Transportation Commission <info@sccrtc.org>
wrote:
Thank you for your interest in RTC projects. Your comments have been recorded.

Regards,
Krista

Krista Corwin [she/her] Administrative Assistant II
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission
1101 Pacific Avenue, Suite 250 | Santa Cruz, CA 95060

Main Office 831.460.3200 | Website www.sccrtc.org
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Follow our social networks for the latest RTC news

From:
Sent: Sunday, January 23, 2022 11:31 PM
To: bruce.mcpherson@santacruzcounty.us; Regional Transportation Commission
<info@sccrtc.org>
Cc: Fifth.District@santacruzcounty.us.; openup@ucsc.edu; rlj12@comcast.net;
tim.gubbins@dot.ca.gov; Manu Koenig (Other) <manu.koenig@santacruzcounty.us>;
ladykpetersen@gmail.com; zach.friend@santacruzcounty.us;
greg.caput@santacruzcounty.us; ryan.coonerty@santacruzcounty.us;
jbertrand@ci.capitola.ca.us; eduardo.montesino@cityofwatsonville.org;
alnorthc@cabrillo.edu; sbrown@cityofsantacruz.com
Subject: Re Roaring Camp Dispute, Focus on Eventual LightRail

Dear Supervisors and RTC Commissioners;

Please find the attached correspondence regarding the possible adverse abandonment of the
Felton Line and the dispute with Roaring Camp.
Thank you for your consideration,

Rae Spencer-Hill

she/her/hers
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michael@themcclainfamily.com
Regional Transportation Commission; alnorthc@cabrillo.edu; sbrown@cityofsantacruz.com;
jbertrand@ci.capitola.ca.us; greg.caput@santacruzcounty.us; eduardo.montesino@cityofwatsonville.org;
ryan.coonerty@santacruzcounty.us; bruce.mcpherson@santacruzcounty.us; zach.friend@santacruzcounty.us;
manu.koenig@santacruzcounty.us; ladykpetersen@gmail.com; rlj12@comcast.net; openup@ucsc.edu;
tim.gubbins@dot.ca.gov
Roaring Camp Railroad
Wednesday, February 2, 2022 7:43:56 AM

To: Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission

Subject: RTC Meeting Feb. 03, 2022 - Forced Abandonment Proposal

I OPPOSE the SCCRTC's Roaring Camp Railroads Adverse Abandonment Proposal.

I have enjoyed visiting the Roaring Camp Railroads. During my visits to the railroads, I have
also patronized many other businesses while in the Santa Cruz/Scotts Valley/Felton area.

In the interest of the continued viability of tourist railroad operations, the economic benefits
to many peripheral businesses, and preserving freight and light rail options available for the
benefit of the citizens and businesses of Santa Cruz County, please do not move forward
with the Adverse Abandonment Proposal.

Respectfully,

Michael McClain
Member - Board of Trustees
Friends of the Nevada State Railroad Museum

Sent from Mail for Windows
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Michelle Montalvo
Regional Transportation Commission
SC Branch Rail Line
Monday, January 31, 2022 5:31:49 PM

Dear Commissioners,
I am writing to support the abandonment of any heavy freight requirements to build and repair
the tracks of the SC Branch Rail Line. I do not support an increase in taxes to modify our rail
line to those standards. I support a cost effective trail and railbanking the tracks.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Best,
L. Michelle Montalvo
Capitola, CA 95010
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Jim MacKenzie
alnorthc@cabrillo.edu; sbrown@cityofsantacruz.com; jbertrand@ci.capitola.ca.us;
eduardo.montesino@cityofwatsonville.org; greg.caput@santacruzcounty.us; Ryan Coonerty;
bruce.mcpherson@santacruzcounty.us; ladykpetersen@gmail.com; rlj12@comcast.net; tim.gubbins@dot.ca.gov;
Michael Rotkin; Regional Transportation Commission
SCCRTC Agenda Item #22, February 3, 2022 meeting
Sunday, January 30, 2022 11:20:41 PM

Commissioners:
I strongly oppose adverse abandonment and railbanking of either the Felton Branch Rail Line or the Santa Cruz
Branch Rail Line.
Railbanking was enacted in 1983, with the express intention of preserving inactive rail corridors for potential future
reactivation to freight rail use. I have read a great deal of material from reliable sources, both governmental and
academic, regarding railbanking and have concluded that the least contentious and politically divisive, most
pragmatic way to ensure that a contiguous corridor containing intact rail infrastructure can be preserved and
reactivated for rail use at some later date is to leave the existing rails in place and, if so desired, construct a
recreational trail alongside the tracks, rather than removing the tracks and replacing them with a trail.
In the nearly 40 years since railbanking was enacted, over 25,000 miles of track have been removed under its aegis.
The RTC has stated that only one 8-mile stretch of those 25,000 miles has been successfully reactivated — a short
line located in Denton, Texas. In my opinion, based on this dismal track record, the RTC should not pursue any such
option if its true intent is to preserve the SCBRL for future rail use — passenger and/or freight.
Here are excerpts from some of the references that support my point and offer some caveats for the RTC to consider:
"Study after study projects that the United States economy will come to rely more and more on freight rail in the
twenty-first century.…[Railbanking] streamlined the transfer of these rail corridors to private groups for safekeeping
in the event railroads once again needed to reactivate the corridors. Since then, parks departments, nonprofits, and
local transportation authorities have taken full advantage of the available 'linear parks,' nationally amassing some
21,000 miles of former freight corridors now used as trails or converted for local use as light passenger
rail….Courts, federal officials, and scholars have thoroughly explored the legal questions raised by landowners
during the rails-to-trails program’s initial legal maelstrom; but surprisingly, little discussion has addressed the
legalities of reactivation, which, after all, is the whole premise for the rails-to-trails program….This paper attempts
to start a conversation about the legalities of reactivation before offering to trail groups strategies for preserving
recreational use even after the freight trains return, an arrangement called rails-with-trails.” *
“Caltrans has limited ownership of the rail lines located in the state, and private owners are increasingly filing for
abandonment with the federal government. If Caltrans does not act to acquire or otherwise preserve these lines, the
land may be purchased by someone who will remove the lines. Once rail lines are removed from the ground, these
rail rights of way are no longer exempt from the public hearing and environmental processes and are effectively lost
forever….Even if a line is not currently used, it is often desirable to preserve it for potential future use, as
establishing a new line (or re-establishing removed tracks) is much more difficult than bringing an old line back into
use. … Retaining the infrastructure eliminates individual property negotiations, streamlines environmental
processes, and keeps major structures intact. Leaving rail infrastructure intact is particularly attractive in California,
where the removal of rail track infrastructure from a rail-banked corridor triggers requirements for a full
environmental review when an interested party seeks to replace the removed rails. The authors note that use of the
federal railbanking program has been largely driven by trail interests rather than those seeking to restore future rail
service.” **
"Moreover, two rail carriers—Norfolk Southern and CSX Transportation—have made the strategic decision not to
abandon or bank additional rights-of-way where they see a potential for future rail service. Instead, the carriers are
preserving them under a discontinuance authority, which relieves a rail carrier of its current obligation to provide
service but allows it to retain the right-of-way. These rail carriers are choosing to keep these rights-of-way rather
than face the potential problems associated with returning service to rights-of-way that have been rail banked. Rail
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officials noted that such problems could include public challenges to resuming rail service if the misperception
develops among trail users that the trail is a public asset, like a beach or public park. According to rail officials, if
this idea were supported by elected officials, the restoration of rail service could be blocked despite the intention of
the Trails Act Amendments. In addition, delays in restoring rail service could arise if a trail has been constructed
over the right-of-way. Finally, one official noted that the threat of litigation from landowners with underlying rights
to the rail-banked property is avoided under a discontinuance authority.” ***
-------------------------------------* McGowan, Matthew J. “Locomotives v. Local Motives: The Coming Conflict, Statutory Void, and Legal
Uncertainties Riding with Reactivated Rails-to-Trails.” Vermont Journal of Environmental Law 16, no. 3 (2015):
page 482 https://doi.org/10.2307/vermjenvilaw.16.3.482, Introduction. Author:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/matthewjmcgowan/, https://www.swenergylaw.com/attorneys/matthew-mcgowan/
** “Rail Preservation Programs: A Survey of National Guidance and State Practice,” Preliminary Investigation,
California Department of Transportation, Division of Research and Innovation, 2011: pages 1, 8.
https://dot.ca.gov/-/media/dot-media/programs/research-innovation-system-information/documents/preliminaryinvestigations/rail-preservation-pi-6-21-11-a11y.pdf
*** "SURFACE TRANSPORTATION: Issues Related to Preserving Inactive Rail Lines as Trails," United States
General Accounting Office Report to the Honorable Sam Brownback, U.S. Senate, October 1999: page 12.
https://www.gao.gov/assets/rced-00-4.pdf
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Regional Transportation Commission; zach.friend@santacruzcounty.org
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation commission and Forced Rail A bandonment
Tuesday, February 1, 2022 10:37:29 PM

After reading the article in the Aptos Times, researching railbanking a bit, and looking at the
11 million dollars we, the voters "chipped in" to purchase the rail line, I am disappointed in
the non-transparent process RTC has chosen to use.
Limiting Santa Cruz County’s transportation options at this time is as useless to the
Community as it was about 30 Years ago when 3 light rail type options were suggested.
Obviously there was no forward movenent.
Yes, living in South County I need public transportation options other than the Metro. Being
able to travel from Watsonville to Davenport, and all stops in-between, on light rail rather than
Hwy 1, and/or side streets would be a common sense approach supporting the economy,
businesses, and tourism of Santa Cruz County.
Light rail is a smart solution to the County’s traffic problems and a huge win for the
environment.
Railbanking is another needed conversation based on the 1990 Supreme Court decision,
acknowledging its' financial impact in this situation.This is not Humboldt, Mendicino
Counties and their reasons for rail-banking, are apparently not ours.
Actually the cost of rail banking in private property reimbursement, based on the Supreme
Court decision, needs to occur PRIOR to forced abandonment.
Freight-by-rail is a less expensive greener option versus trucking.
Please vote NO on this forced abandonment of the Felton Branch Rail Line and allow Roaring
Camp, a multi-generational women and minority-owned local business to continue to provide
rail service in Santa Cruz County.
I urge you to protect Roaring Camp’s rights to the Felton Branch Line.
Respectfully Submitted,
J T Verbeck
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michele thibodeau
Regional Transportation Commission
bruce.mcpherson@santacruzcounty.us
Save the Beach Train
Tuesday, February 1, 2022 11:59:11 AM

Hi,
Please vote to save the Beach Train/ NO on abandoning the Felton Branch Line.
Thank you.
Michele Thibodeau
Boulder Creek, CA 95006
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rtcvmail@gmail.com
Regional Transportation Commission
Voicemail Message (815307210183(GeneralDelivery)>#GeneralDelivery) From:8153072101
Thursday, January 27, 2022 3:59:58 PM
voicemsg.wav

IP Office Voicemail redirected message
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rtcvmail@gmail.com
Regional Transportation Commission
Voicemail Message (818313354205(GeneralDelivery)>#GeneralDelivery) From:8183133542
Thursday, January 27, 2022 3:46:06 PM
voicemsg.wav

IP Office Voicemail redirected message
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Laurence Gathy
Regional Transportation Commission
Laurence Gathy
Vote NO on Abandoning the Felton Branch Line
Saturday, January 29, 2022 10:51:57 AM

Dear RTC Commissioners,
I urge you to protect Roaring Camp’s right to freight service to the Felton Branch Line. Any
proposed removal of rail service by railbanking or adverse abandonment will have long-term
consequences for Santa Cruz County’s transportation options in coming decades, and this
proposed action raises serious concerns for the future of the entire rail system in Santa Cruz
County.
Freight by rail is a less expensive, greener option vs. trucking. Rail is a far more efficient transport
method and is especially important in agricultural areas of Santa Cruz, such as Watsonville and
South County, which rely on affordable shipping of bulk goods. And preserving the ability to use
the Felton Branch Line for freight may be increasingly important as we transition away from carcentric planning for our communities and become less dependent on fossil fuels for transportation.
Roaring Camp has been an important part of our local economy for more than 40 years,
particularly for the San Lorenzo Valley, and has provided employment opportunities to many
residents. I strongly oppose any action on the part of the RTC that would have such a significant
negative effect on its ability to continue operating.
Preserving the tracks across Santa Cruz County for the future is the right thing to do for the
County’s economy, businesses and tourism industry. Light rail is a smart approach to the County’s
traffic problems, a more equitable option for commuters, and a huge win for the environment. The
SCCRTC’s own studies on options for our transit corridor have shown a high degree of public
support for rail transit. Please don’t move ahead with any application for forced abandonment.
Sincerely,
Laurence Gathy from Felton
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